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The fabric and craft world is swimming in miles and miles of beautiful ribbons, with limitless choices

of color, style, width, and purpose. Ribbon Artistry offers the creative artist fresh new ideas for using

these ribbons to their fullest potential. The book begins with a large chapter on ribbon-crafting

techniques and basics. Each technique is shown step-by-step, giving the beginner a valuable

learning tool and the experienced ribbon crafter a quick reference guide. Techniques include silk

ribbon embroidery, braiding, pleating, and folding ribbons, as well as basics for making fabulous

ribbon flowers. The book also offers over fifteen unique and inviting projects for incorporating

ribbonwork into various creative endeavors, including giftmaking, clothing, accessories and home

dÃ©cor items. Each stunning project is an original design created specifically for this book by a

professional ribbon artist. The experience and creative flair of each artist sets her work apart from

the others so that no two projects have the same style. Each project is taught step-by-step, with

full-color photos that stimulate the imagination and ensure success. Projects include clothing

embellishments, flower corsages, pillows, lampshades, bedding and more. Decorating with ribbons

is one of the easiest ways to transform an ordinary item into a one-of-a-kind creation. With Ribbon

Artistry both beginners and experienced ribbon crafters will find new ideas to expand their skills.
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This book is useful to both the beginner and experienced "ribbon" person. I have learned a lot from

this book and now use some of the embellishments on quilts, clothes and accessories. Hope this is

helpful. Strongly recommend.



This is one of my favorite craft books.When looking for a new idea I always find myself skimming

through this book for inspiration.The majority of the designs are flowers but each one is so different

and beautiful no one would guess they were made from ribbon! The ideas in this book cover a wide

variety of styles from formal to casual.Eachproject is layed out in easy to understand directions and

diagrams with easy to see close ups of the ribbon as each project is made.It also gives you lots of

ideas and ways to use each technique.The techniques shown in this book are:Weaving (There are 5

different ones shown)Braiding (There are also 5 different braids shown,I used one while making a

mum for homecoming.)Pleating (5 of these as well.There are some amazing pleats shown here not

just plain! You could make superb quality trims!)Gathering and Smocking (4 of these shown but with

so many different variations!)Ribbon Flowers (I didn't count these techniques there are so many!)

but a list of the flowers are:forget-me-notscamelliabuttercupsapple blossoms/wild

roseszinniachrysanthemum/asterdahliadianthusconeflowerdaisyblack-eyed-susancoreopsiscosmosl

illyseveral different rosesseveral different leaves19 different embroidery stitchesIt also gives several

different ideas for flower centersThen there are 18 detailed projects to put what you learned to

use,they include:boudoir ensemblebraided ribbon clothing detailwoven ribbon and lattice trimmed

garmentsstraw handbag and beretspectacular straw hatsribbon hair accessoriesflowers

samplerribbon flower shadow boxribbon flower wreathwoven ribbon photo matribbon embroidery on

wire meshgrape cluster wine bag and napkin ringtable runnerclassic silk pillowromantic embroidered

pillowChristmas stockingAs you can see there is LOTS of information in this book and can be

applied in any project you make! Highly recommended,I would buy again and again!

This was a book needed for a course. This is a well done book, beautifully illustrated and if you are

inclined to learn the art of ribbon embroidery, one book to add to your library.
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